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Smart switch Sonoff MINI R2
Smart Wi-Fi switch Sonoff MINI R2 gives you even more possibilities to manage your smart home. Despite its small size it impresses with
powerful operation. It allows you to control devices by voice or application, and thanks to DIY mode you can adjust it to your needs even
better. It also allows you to connect external switches. It ensures the safety of use and is very easy to install.
 
Works in a variety of configurations
The device can work with various types of external switches, such as SPDT or NC/NO. Thanks to its small size, you can install it in various
types  of  switch  boxes.  It  is  also  compatible  with  the  European  standard.  It  is  suitable  for  configuration  of  staircase  switches  or  door
switches. MINI R2 also works perfectly with lighting. Following mode makes light perfectly compatible with wall switch.
 
An app to make your life easier
Do you want additional possibilities? Use the eWeLink app and control your devices remotely. You can also create strict work schedules
for  them.  What  is  more,  Sonoff  MINI  R2  is  compatible  with  Amazon  Alexa  and  Google  Assistant,  so  you  can  also  control  your  smart
equipment with voice commands. You can also create advanced smart scenes.
 
Share control
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This is not the end of the possibilities that the app gives you. You can share the selected devices with other household members so that
they too can enjoy their  convenient  remote control.  Share the control  with  your  family  or  friends -  they will  appreciate the chance to
manage smart appliances from their smartphones.
 
Even more possibilities with DIY mode
Slightly more advanced users can further customize the Sonoff switch to their expectations. A special DIY mode allows you to use the
REST API to connect the MINI R2 to your already existing smart home management system.
 
Enjoy safe use
Sonoff MINI R2 is safe to use, which is confirmed by ANATEL certificate. The product has also passed 2KV tests. What's more, the S1 and
S2 ports have been marked in grey to help you remember not to connect them with high current. The switch's external antenna has been
placed inside the switch to enhance the performance and safety of the device.
 
Brand
Sonoff
Model
MINIR2
Wi-Fi
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
Input
AC 100-240V 50/60Hz 10A Maks.
Output
AC 100-240V 50/60Hz 10A Maks.
Material
PC V0
Size
42,6x42,6x20 mm

Preço:

€ 8.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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